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been investigated further, the complexity usually iron))out1
ti. result

ar generally i'tbecciies so simple tht'wxKx it can be
exaplainpl'

to a young student. When somethipjis x so complex that only./a

highly trained man can undersd it, we tend to wonder
whet71'it 14 really

is true at all or not.
Cy'(ainly

if theXheor of the

higher criticism were
>
re, it should be possible to g). the proof in

the simple language/ such a way x that the
untried person could

examine at
least1ome

of the evidences and see at it bears out the

claim. Henry
9/

My roommate seems to feel
5.}at

this can be done.

He says that here are four main argumentf'
The consistent use of

the proper/ames ±14 for God iniffent dxx documents the fact

each
docyent..

taken by itself, Pr,hnts a complete story without/'

needin/' any of the other documei/. The fact2tt he says thatthe

each documen/'has instances where

there is a par/ilel to a story in the oth,Ø but
wpre

the

~Tiler

I 4- /
evidently did no realize this, so kept them,,.oth as if they

,'were separate inciden and he says that the st)cie of different

documents a
strik9xly

different from al one another.

Dr. M. Let us exan/ne these theories one after another. xxxxMrxx And

see just what UM just these evidence is. Dr. M. Looking at the

rNxW±x Graf-Wellhausen theory, it should be placed in perspective.

hot44 cie x1Ix-.p Perhaps one reason why there is so little
s doe

change in it today is the fact that the people's mind/ not work

in this century like it did in the last 11'ee. /About ixpl8OO

there began a literary movement in German,which took the attitude that nothing
I AItcC4C1

f! from e ancient times was to be acceptd -o.--r.,unless abundant

± evidences could be found. 1vecy-e4eftt. This theory questions every
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